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is swing can be used indoors or outdoors, for children
from 6 months old (or when sitting up alone) until
around 5 years (or about 60 lbs). All you need is a strong
beam or tree branch from which to hang it. Please make
sure to use the cushion for back support for the little
ones. Swing should be checked for safety prior to each
use, and should always be used under adult supervision

Hanging Instructions
is swing can be suspended from a tree using additional
rope (not supplied) or mounted to a beam and secured
with a hook (not supplied). Please make sure you install
it safely, and you check the structure from which you
hang it for rot or instability. If purchasing a hook or
bracket, make sure it is weight-bearing, and is screwed
fully into the support with no thread showing. You can
hang it at any height, the more rope above the ring the
greater the swing arc. For indoor use, it can also be hung
from a ceiling beam using an eye bolt (not supplied).

When using the swing, IT IS IMPERATIVE that you check
and double check the swing and knots every time you use
it, as well as the structure from which it hangs. Safety
first, please make sure that each branch, beam, or other
structure that you hang your swing from has no rot or deterioration before placing your child in the swing. Never
leave your child unattended.

Care Instructions
e wood is untreated and should be kept dry, the canvas
should be kept clean by dry brushing or, you can sponge
wash with a mild detergent, but avoid harsh scrubbing as
this will damage the fabric. Your swing should be kept
out of harsh elements. Please bring it inside during wet
or windy weather and do not leave it outside during the
winter. If needed, it can be handwashed (tub soak) and
hung to dry, but never place your swing in a washer or
dryer and please check all knots and components prior to
re-hanging to ensure everything is secure.

handmade
can be used outside on sunny days
or inside when it rains
take it anywhere
fits kids from 6 months to 5 years
easy to store
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